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Mixes on Your Beats
By Joseph Evans

Module 4 - Mixing Tips

Final Exercise

Step 1:  Bounce down your mix into an AIFF 
file (24/48000k). 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Step 2:  Listen to your mix on different 
speakers (car, laptop, desktop computer, 
headphones, etc) and take notes. 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Final Exercise

Step 3:  Make adjustments and bounce final 
mix again. 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Final Exercise

Step 4:  Use landr.com or purchase izotope to 
master your track. Use presets and keep it 
simple. 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Step 5:  Create an mp3 version of your mix 
(320kbps) 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Step 6:  Go to soundcloud.com, create an 
account, upload the new mix to 
soundcloud.com, and title the track "Justice 
Beat (Mixed by - yourname) prod by 
@ukiahbeats" 

Please continue reading on the next page.
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Step 7:  Post a link to your mix in the course 
discussions area. And once a month the 
person with the best mix wins access to one of 
my courses for FREE. (I will inbox the winner 
and you can tell me which course you want) 

Also if you want to submit to the contest 
again after you already post your mix to the 
beat in the course, you can mix one of your 
original beats and post a soundcloud link in 
the course as well. 

Thank you so much for taking this course 
and I really hope that this course helps you 
get better mixes. Please leave a review and I 
look forward to hearing your successful 
progression. And remember don't be too hard 
on yourself. This takes time, but if you work 
at it you will improve fast! 


